Overview

Schematics are the core of all electrical engineering. They represent a universal list of symbols and notations that can be followed by anyone in order to present some sort of circuitry. In fact, one can even think of some as a sort of language that is used to communicate our electrical ideas. Just like a language, we can present an idea in a clear and specific manner, or we can obfuscate it through a dense and complex layout of thoughts. The goal of this tutorial is to help you learn tips and methods to be in the former camp.

While schematics are nice from an analytical standpoint, real circuits don’t often follow the same shapes or layout. As you have most likely seen in previous classes, even trying to prototype on a breadboard often has one moving parts around in order to get the proper connections. Op-amps, for example, aren’t sold in triangular packages, they often come in square or rectangular ones, with the pins alternating sides. Resistors aren’t zig-zagging lines, they usually come as little brown peanut shapes on a metal wire. In ECE110 and ECE120 Honors Section, you will have the opportunity to design, manufacture (via online vendors), and solder on electrical components to create a functional PCB that will be used in your polished project.

EagleCAD is one of many available Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software packages. All EDA software allows us to easily design and transition between schematics and circuit layout. EagleCAD has a large amount of popularity with hobbyists, and due to the nature of the projects in this course, you will most likely find that to be of use. You can download the freeware version of EagleCAD here: http://www.cadsoftusa.com/download-eagle/. The lab computers have the freeware versions installed. The freeware limits your board size to 100x80 mm. If more space is required, consider downloading the Educational version that allows a routing area of 160x100mm. Contact a TA if you need larger routing area. **WARNING:** DIFFERENT EAGLE VERSIONS MAY NOT BE COMPATIBLE. This applies both forward and backward. We advise sticking to one version for the entire semester.
This tutorial will guide you through a simple PCB design that will get you familiarized with tools and process involved in designing a PCB on Eagle.

**Schematic Capture**

Figure 1 shows the schematic we’re designing. We have some DC power in, here 10V, going through a circuit element that provide a lower voltage. Then we have a simple LED with a current limiting resistor. This is a fairly high level schematic, as the TPS799 (the voltage converter) is just presented a block with no actually surrounding circuitry.

Let’s begin - open EagleCAD via whatever OS you are currently on. This should open the Project Viewer screen, shown below:
From here, create a new project by going to **File -> New -> Project**. Name it whatever you like, I've chosen “ECE110_120_Proj”. Make sure the green dot is visible next to the project – this indicates it is the active project.

Right click on the project, and select **New -> Schematic**. The following window should pop up, which represents our Schematic Capture window.

While all the buttons available on the left have some use case, we'll really only be using a few of them for 90% of the work.
Let’s get started with the simple resistor and LED half of the circuit. First we’ll add the resistor and capacitor. Press the add part window, and you’ll see a list of libraries appear.
These libraries are supplied from a variety of sources: CadSoft (the creators of EagleCAD), numerous semiconductor companies, and even just regular hobbyists. Since the files are very simple to generate for new components (just simple SVG drawings), you can find a library for nearly any part. The downside is that the organization leaves a bit to be desired, but luckily the search feature is simple enough to use. For now, we’ll start off using standard libraries.

Scroll down to the library called rcl – this is your standard passives library. It contains all common and uncommon for the basic resistor, capacitor, and inductor parts. Opening it up, it’ll have several sub folders. Since this is America, open up R-US. Everything contained in that sub list is a resistor, but with a different package.

A major benefit to using PCB is the compactness of your final circuit through the use of surface mount circuit elements. Surface mounts elements such as resistors are considerably smaller than through hole elements that you have used in your breadboard design. Surface mounts comes in a variety of packages so make sure you use and order the right packages or else your part will not fit on the PCB!

We will use a surface mount resistor. You can choose any surface mount resistor you want but we highly recommend using R0603 package. You can tell a resistor is “surface mount” by looking at the PCB symbol. If it has red pads, it’s a surface mount part as those indicate connection pads in EagleCAD. If it has green circles (top half of list), those represent vias, so it is a through hole part. Double-click to add it to the schematic and drop it anywhere. Do the same
for the LED. I recommend looking under led -> LED, but feel free to use any singular two-terminal LED you find. If you’re unsure, make sure the schematic symbol looks like:

Your schematic should now look similar to the figure on the left below. If it doesn’t quite line up, grab the Move Tool and use it. Right click when using it to rotate components. Now that we have a few basic components down, let’s start wiring some things up. Use the Line Tool to draw a connection between the components. Also, go back and add a ground to the schematic. You can find the ground symbol under the supply1 or supply2 libraries. If you look, you’ll see that ground doesn’t have a board view – which makes sense, ground is an electrical reference voltage, not a tangible, physical thing.

Let’s also define a value for the resistor while we’re at it. Use the Value Tool and select the resistor. Give it a reasonable value, somewhere between 100 to 300 Ohms. Next, we’ll add a connection to the topside of the resistor. Draw a wire coming out, but leave it unconnected. Use the Name Tool to give it an appropriate name – V_REG, V_OUT, REG_OUT, etc. You’ll notice that doesn’t really do anything by default, we need to also show the label as well. Use the Label Tool and click on the connection, then place the label somewhere nearby. You can change the style of your label via the buttons on the top bar. Your schematic should now look similar to the picture on the right below (I’ve shown both labeling styles).
Creating a New Part

You may not need to know this as most of your parts will have an available package to use either in the library itself or easily downloadable from the Sparkfun library. However, in the off chance you will need to create your own part, we will go over how to do so in this section. We will create TPS799 part that is not found in the Eagle library. To do so we will need to first consult the part’s datasheet. You can find the datasheet here: http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/tps799.pdf. For the simplicity of the assignment, we’re going to use the “Fixed Voltage Version” on the bottom of the first page. Now the first thing to do is to create a new library in Eagle for this part. Go to the project manager window, select your project, and right click New -> Library.
Now is a good time to talk about how EagleCAD stores parts. Like you saw when adding parts, components generally have both a schematic and board view. The schematic, or *symbol* view, is the agreed upon electrical symbol, and the board, or *package* view, is the physical layout. Some items – such as supply lines (e.g. +5V, GND, VSS) – only have a symbol view, where items like vias, traces, and wells only have a board view. When creating a new component, we generate the symbol and package views asynchronously, then combine them together with a *device* view. **Note that EagleCAD is not a simulation software of any kind**, we can call a part a resistor and give it three inputs and one output, or a capacitor with only one pin. EagleCAD doesn’t care about what the part is electrically doing, only physically.

Let’s start with making a new symbol. In the pop-up, give your part a name, presumably something along the lines of “TPS799”. Press *Sym* to verify we’re creating a symbol, the create it.

We now have the symbol editor view open. The part we are trying to create is the Fixed Voltage version shown on the bottom of the first page of the datasheet, shown below for reference. For simplicity’s sake, let’s try and copy the TI’s schematic layout as much as we can.
Begin by adding in some pins. For most schematics, people find left to right the easiest to read (like a book), so we’ll put the ground pin on the side rather than the bottom. Add 5 pins using the Add Pin Tool, then rename them using the Name Tool. The green circle on the pin is the I/O point, so we’ll want those facing outwards. Again, we tend to put inputs on the left and outputs on the right. This makes for a logical reading as we decipher a schematic.

Finish up with the Line Tool to box it off. Try to center the part as much as possible to make your life easier when adding it and moving it around. Save the symbol (as well as the library if you haven’t already).
Now we’ll handle the package. There are several ways to do this, but we’ll do it the most manual way for now, just in case we ever get a new part that’s not in Eagle at all. The part has several different packages, but we’ll use the biggest one in this case, since if we were to actually create the board, it would be the easiest to use. Packages come in many different types and names, often redundantly so as you’ll find out. We’ll be using the **DDC** package, also known as *Plastic Small Outline*. While they give many views, we’re most interested in the footprint – this is how much space we should leave on the board for the part to sit in. Dimensions shown below in millimeters (from the datasheet).

Let’s Hit **New Package, PAC**, and name it “TPS799” or something similar. The following window should open. Once again, very similar to what we have seen before, but with two critical new options. The *Add Via Tool* allows us to add a hole to the footprint that is used for leads or pins. The *Add Pad Tool* allows us to add a pad for any surface mount part. Lastly, we’ll need to use the *Grid Tool* to make sure that the minimum grid spacing lines up with the smallest significant figure we have – here 0.05mm.
I suggest using a 0.5mm grid, with a 0.05mm alt setting. Add a pad, and place it relatively near the center. Right click on it, **Properties**, and change **Smd Size** to “1.1 x 0.6”. This automatically sizes the pad to the correct dimensions – if it’s off by 90 degrees, rotate it. Now use the Ruler to go and measure out the appropriate distance for the next pad. Remember to hold ALT as you do so – otherwise we’ll be on the main grid dimension, not the finer one. I’ve attached a picture of what the output should like below. Once that is done, copy and paste the previous pad and place it along the same line.

Now this is clearly going to get pretty painful if we want to do this for every pad. Fortunately for us, we can get around this with a little math. Delete the ruler drawing for now,
we won’t need it. Add another new pad via copy paste, just putting it anywhere. Right click, select Properties on the first pad, and note its Position. Now do the same to the newly added pad, but just move it to the appropriate point – either 0.95mm up, or 2.7mm out. Absolute position doesn’t mean anything here – only relative. Once that’s done, go back and name the pads! Any pattern works: [1 2 3 4 5], [TopLeft, MidLeft, BotLeft, TopRight, BotRight], [NW W SW SE NE], as long as you can tell which is which. Final image should look like something below. Don’t forget to verify your layout with a ruler – never hurts to double-check.

Save it, then go back to the top and open a New Device. Once again, let’s call it TPS799. The following window will show up. This should be the easiest of the previous steps – all we do is connect the dots! The button highlighted on the left shows the Add Symbol Tool, and the highlighted new button is the Add Package Tool. There should only be one of each in this library, go ahead and add the schematic and package we created.
Now hit **Connect**, and let’s *connect* the dots (pardon the pun). You can find the order in the datasheet, generally under a section called “Pin Mapping” or “Pin Configuration”. Go through, select the appropriate Pin Name and Pad Name, and then hit Connect. Proceed for all five options, and you should end up with a configuration shown below.

Finish it off and we’re (almost) good to go! Before we finish this, let’s go ahead and learn one more way of doing this.

**Adding our New Part**

Let’s quickly add our new TPS799 to the schematic and add some basic connections. To use our part, go to the top toolbar and hit **Library -> Use**. The library you just created should be in the default folder, open it and the parts in it will be available to us. Add it in and wire it up. Below just a quick view for the purpose of the tutorial – *don’t forget to finish the full schematic for the regulator later.*
Now we need to add some way to connect to the outside world. While it’s nice to having VCC and GND listed on the schematic, they can’t just magically appear there. We need to add connectors of some sort to interface to a power supply, a breadboard, wall outlet, etc. Add a part, and choose from any of the connectors available. There are easily hundreds, and most are found under the prefix **con-**, or if you just want to use simple breadboard headers, **pinhead**. Since most of your project will be powered by a 9V battery, I’m going to use a DC jack (the barrel jack style a wall-wart has) and hook it up to VCC and Ground. Feel free to use whichever jack you like as long as you can get those two levels off of it.

Another important note is the green dot I added on the jack when I crossed two wires. This was done by the Junction Tool, which is located next to the Label Tool. Whenever we cross wires in EagleCAD, by default those are NOT connected. We need to add the green dot to ensure they are indeed connected. It’s a nice visual aid, as well as a way to confirm that we do indeed want to connect wires when we cross them. We can check for this and other small problems with the **ERC Tool**, Electrical Rule Check. It’s the bottom left most button, press it and see what errors you get. Feel free to ignore any irrelevant ones and deal with the important ones.

**Making the PCB**

PCB design is just a big puzzle. If you’ve ever played or enjoyed one of the “connect the dots” or “Flow” style games, you’ll probably enjoy this part. All we try to do is match our schematic by connecting the pads and vias, with a general goal of minimizing area. Each board consists of several layers to “route” (or connect) on. The free version of Eagle allows you to use two layers, but most professional boards can have anywhere from six to sixteen!
The first step is to switch from schematic view to PCB view. Press the highlighted button in the toolbar to create the board view. You’ll be presented with the screen below. What EagleCAD has done is save the netlist (or nodelist) from the schematic, and connected all the parts that need to be connected with yellow wires. The white square is our “work area”, but we can make it any size or shape we prefer.

Begin by moving some of the parts into the work area. The Route Tool is what we use to make these connections. When you select it, you’ll see one of the toolbars show a menu like so. The dropdown bar chooses what layer we route on, and additionally, each layer is color coded so you can always visually confirm as well.

You can only route between nodes, so pick any part with a yellow line and begin. When you click one pad/via, the nodes that needs to be connected light up. A green via represents a hole that goes all the way through the board, so you can connect on any layer. A red or blue pad is created only on its corresponding side, so you will need to draw on the appropriate side. These lines we draw represent copper traces, which is a conductive material. Therefore if you overlap these lines, or accidentally overlap a line with a pad/via that you’re not supposed to, you’ll be creating an electrical short. Watch out for that, and only connect what’s supposed to!

Continue adding parts on and connecting them. Every once in a while, hit the Ratsnet Tool. This tool redraws the yellow electrical lines to the shortest configuration possible, which is very useful when you have a lot of parts you’re moving around. Below you’ll see a drawing of mine mostly done, except for one last connection. The problem here is my closest connection is on the bottom, but my pad is on the top.
We can easily solve this by adding in a via when we draw the route. For this case, I would start off Route Tool on the top side, selecting the pad. When I get to a not crowded spot, *with the Route Tool still selected*, change the dropdown menu from “Top” to “Bottom” and finish the trace. See that small green square in the middle? EagleCAD automatically placed a via for me to short + connect my two traces.

Nice, now it’s all wired up. Let’s get into a bit more detail about some of the other tools in EagleCAD. For one, you can’t delete traces, you rip them using the Rip-Up Tool 🩸. You can
delete parts and holes and other added components, but not traces. Eagle also allows us to use wells/planes on our PCB. For most manufacturers, anything that isn’t a trace is just left alone as raw material, but this often isn’t desirable. Remember, all traces are effectively resistors (or you start to go fast, capacitors and resistors) so we want minimize the impact they have on the circuit. By making them as wide and as short as possible, we can reduce their resistance.

To do this, make a box around the PCB using the Shape Tool. Don’t overlap at all, you might get some ugly errors if you do, just connect the end right to the start. You should have a nice dotted box around your circuit like so.

Now use the Name Tool to name the box. The name is going to be whatever signal you want to fill that area with, so you have to choose a net name that you assigned in the schematic view! I’ll choose V_REG for mine, as it gives the best example for my layout. Hit RatsNest to see the outcome. In my case, the large majority of the board just became entirely red, as all that signal got filled in with the regulator output voltage. Right click on the box (the outline, not the filled in area), and select Properties, then under Polygon, change Isolate. This is the parameter that determines how much separation exists between the fill and the other signals on that level. Be careful about making it too small, as you’ll find it harder to solder to, as well as increasing the risk of coupling signals together accidentally! Below you’ll see mine with a decent Isolation value.
Almost done! Just like in the schematic how we had the Electrical Rule Check, here we have the Design Rule Check 🌼. While the ERC looks our circuit over and sees if we have anything wired oddly, the DRC not only tells us if we laid out anything strangely, it also warns us if we did anything that isn’t possible to be manufactured. While Eagle may allow you to place parts apart with nanometer, good luck trying to find someone who will actually make that! Most services offer a design rule listing so you can go in and find out exactly how wide to make your traces, or how far apart to spread your parts. For our purposes, please download and use the design rule file from the wiki when checking your pcb design. The file is titled ‘ECE110_120_Honors.dru’.

The last tool we haven’t really talked about is the AutoRouter 🐝. This is for good reason – it tends to suck. PCB layout, and EDA in general, is a huge unsolved problem in terms of optimization and automation. The AutoRouter will most likely find a solution, but it’s far from optimal most of the time. I highly discourage you from using it as it will tend to give you more headaches than answers.
Creating Gerbers

Now you have a nice PCB design but how do you get your design to the manufacturer? Most manufacturers would not take a raw PCB board design and turn it into a physical PCB. They tend to use gerber files for manufacturing purposes. The **gerber format** is a binary vector image filetype that is the common medium for manufacturers. In this section we will go through how to generate these gerber files from the Eagle CAD board files.

![Eagle CAD CAM Processor](image)

Select the CAM Processor (highlighted above) to get started. Select **File, Open, Job** and select **gerber274x**. The window should populate with several tabs, each representing a new output file. Each output file is a new “slice” of the board. Pressing Process Job at the bottom will create all of these files in the same directory as your project.

![Eagle CAD CAM Processor settings](image)

Why are there so many files for a two layer board? Well you can see what each “slice” actually is in the layer tab on the right. We have our top and bottom solder, as well as soldermask, silkscreen, and a drill file to notate all the holes in the board. Fancier boards require even more layers, with items like glue points and solder stop points.